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Flood-Exceedance Attenuation

A Rural Approach
Whitworth GA, Brasington JT, Yorke, L
Contact: gaw1@cantab.net

web: ukrivers.wordpress.com

Good morning; I am George 
Whitworth; 

Welcome to a talk on river modelling. I 

would like to present the results of my 
recent research into rural flood 

management. 

The scene is set in mid Wales, 

Keywords in the title are . . 

Attenuation . .  Here, achieved by 

landuse and strategically sited dense 
porous planting

Rural . . . .  The project relates to  

sustainable cropping rather than to 

investment-structures (such as dams, 
levees, et)

The lower graphic represents the basic 

diffuse theme of the study
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Contents

• Overview

• Study Site

• Flood Defence Background 

• Numerical Model

• Experimental Farming

• Software Calibration

• Attenuation Gain

• Conclusion

I will spin through some 
background

. . . . then how terrain and stream-

flow were represented 

numerically, 

. . .  then how the experimental 

landuse was modelled and 

calibrated 

and finally some quantification  of 
the effect - measured in terms of 

flood storage-gain. 
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Research Goals

• Sustainable Flood Defence

• Low Investment 

• Diffuse Low Impact

• Evidence for best practice

Until predicted effects of climate 
change translate into loss, high-cost 

fixed defence-assets (such as 

dams) are unlikely to be resourced.

My research therefore examined the 

possible contribution of sustainable 

farm planting to flood defence. 

Multiple porous floodplain weirs 
might offer useful attenuation 

capacity without lateral impact. 

Broadcast of such simulation could 

provide evidence to stimulate 

upstream good practice and thereby 

benefit of vulnerable downstream 
communities.
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Study Site

River Vyrnwy

River Severn

Our study site is a main river 

reach of some 40 km  

upstream of the Severn / 
Vyrnwy confluence in a 

productive rural valley 

dominated by flooding. 

Whilst rural vegetative 

structures may sound small 

beer for hydraulic engineers, 
in most catchments, there 

exists  ‘clear-and-present’

danger to people and property 

for which, at present, there 

are  few solutions, amid a 
hardening insurance regime. 
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Downstream RiskIllustration of such flood 
risk is provided, by way of 

example, at the Northern 

(downstream) end of this 

upper Severn study-site.  

Here, there are three rural 

zones defended by 10RP 
embankments where, in the 

1960’s, some 5000 animals 

perished in a devastating 

flood
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Study Site

A

R

50km farm-scale

streamside  buffer-strips

50km community-maintained 

watercourses and hedges

36km  Main River

North Wales, UK

Severn-Vyrnwy
Catchment

Study Site

Keeping in mind this horrific background to 

nice, safe desktop-simulation, a reach 

upstream of these defended zones was 
selected for the project

It comprises 40km of main river, 50km of 

community maintained drainage channels, 

and potentially of  a further 50km of farm-
side streams.  

From A to R on the screen is from 

Abermule in the south to Rhydesgyn in the 

north. This 25sqkm floodplain has 
potential to yield low impact attenuation. 

Mathematically a 125mm stage increase 

across the whole floodplain could absorb 

some 3million cubic metres and dissipate 
the damaging c. 15% peak of an 

aggressive flood. The project’s numerical 

modelling focused on the high friction 

potential of not only the main channel and 

but also the valley’s stream networks. 
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Point Cloud Assembly

A

C

M

B

R

Munlyn-
Buttington

DTM Points parallel to streamflow

So how to represent numerically both farmscale and macro floodplain 
features . . . . (these slides are a bit anoraky . . . Feel free to press the pause 
button at any time)

The slide shows . . the total reach (A to R), the Munlyn-Buttington quarter 

section (MB) which was developed, and the point structure adopted to 
represent a typical meander. 

Point data is the key raw material for such a numerical build, in respect of
both terrain . . .    and hydraulic flow. 

For the project’s foundations, a three dimensional DTM was constructed from 
remotely sensed, and survey data. 
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Point Cloud Assembly

A

C

M

B

R

Munlyn-
Buttington

DTM Points parallel to streamflow

Then, this high resolution point cloud was sorted by feature, and re-
assembled in four novel modular sets of points generally parallel to 
streamflows. 

Boundary flumes were developed for transfering discharge at interfaces (ie

from the blue reach to the green to red to yellow) making each quarter reach 
suitable for parallel rather than series processing.

Finally, as confidence grew, the node-points for the hydraulic system were 
filtered further, in sympathy with the parent terrain, until the modelling engine 
achieved real-time on a single processor core (ie when a 50 hr event resolved 
in 180000 steps of real seconds, ie one to one)

Next-9
Notes: 

The goal in this point-filtration process was to match size and resolution of both terrain 

elements and flow systems to computer capabilty. The structure of the point cloud is novel 
and critical to performance. 

Modelling engines which, basically, predict outflow from given inflow, do not 
usually resolve in realtime !!
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Parameters and Elements
Terrain Array

•(Munlyn – Buttington)

•Floodplain

•Main River

•Maintained Courses

•‘Glastir’ Courses

•Infrastructure

Depth and velocity  parameters on 
a coarser set of flow elements 

Elevation and roughness parameters  
on a finer Variable Terrain grid

From points to parameters and their numerical structure

For a river model, the primary given parameters are terrain 
elevation and roughness; main output parameters are 
water depth and velocity. 

As flow is introduced to the model, a two tier numerical 
structure manages these parameters, holding them, as it 
were, in suspension above one another during processing; 

the terrain system below and the hydraulic system above.  

The finite element modelling engine (River 2D) allowed 

both systems to be irregular – ie of variable resolution;

The goal at all times was easy change of terrain values for 
assessment of comparative landuse & easy change of flow 
elements (by reduction) for productive computation

For versatility, map and flow data were managed in ascii
format and assembled ‘offline’ in a conventional 
spreadsheet

The ‘worms’ in the LH point array are the streamside 
porous structures which were developed. 

The CFD ‘mesh’ TIN  is upper RH on the slide

The terrain ‘bed’ TIN is lower RH on the slide
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Flow Boundaries

Q = 0.05*H ^1.90

Flume Calibration

Buttington Channel/Weir Interface

MB Boundary Weir Equation

Boundary conditions (of both 
discharge and stage) are 
critical to model performance, 
particularly dynamic flood-
wave analysis of reaches 
linked for parallel processing

This slide shows the 
Buttington interface and how 
the model was extended into 
a single node vee-notch-weir. 
This allowed an equation to 
be developed which not only 
simulated the downstream 
flow but also resolved 
efficiently. 

The graph shows the 
calibration of this boundary 
against the red-line of the 
1998 hydrometric archive, 
and the outflow weir equation 
which gave the best match
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Vegetation Networks
Baseline Pasture Streamside  Feature

Resistance by friction

Terrain grid overlaying Porous Frictional Weirs

Resistance by form

The last piece of the method jigsaw was the 

introduction of experimental ‘broad-hedge-weirs’
(of dense stiff high friction vegetation). Four 
terrains representing alternative landuse were 
constructed (baseline pasture, managed 

channels, combined channels and streams, and 
finally intermittent’ high-friction main-river 
features). 

The slide shows the Trehelig meander near 
Munlyn . . . simplistically streamside physical 
features add to base pasture to give flow 

resistance-by-form;  add also roughness 
resistance (illustrated lower RH in pseudo 
elevation) to make the total resistance offered to 
the modelling code (lower LH)

In this way, high friction hydraulic features were 
considered in terms of both physical form and 

hydrodynamic roughness, and their performance 
compared. 

Note: The expression of porosity by form with crests 

appeared to be associated with transient instability 
during processing.
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Channel Flow – 100 cumecs

MB in-channel Calibration
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Buttington 
29Mar2008

Buttington Model 0.05

Munlyn 
29Mar2008 

Munlyn model 0.05

Munlyn to Buttington
Channel Calibration

Moving on to the hydraulic equations . . . 

First in-channel flow was considered

The numerical representation of the 

reach was calibrated against a 50 hour 

real (Mar 2008) bankfull flood wave. 

Channel-roughness was varied from 0.01 

to 0.07. The modelling engine achieved 

reasonable calibration against 

hydrometric archive in respect of both in-

flow, out-flow, and 5 hour attenuation 

times. Mannings coefficient 0.05 (yellow 

and turquoise) gave the nearest match
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Overbank Flow - 400 cumecs

2D output – ‘MB’ Flow Vectors overlaying water surface elevation

Pasture
Maintained

Stream
networks

Maintained + 

Farm (Glastir)
streams

0%

+13% +23%+15%

Both stream- nets
And intermittent

Main- River friction

Finally, overbank flow was 
tested: a steady-state 400 

cumec peak flow was run 

through a higher resolution 

hydraulic mesh over baseline 
pasture and over the three 

comparative experimental 

frictional terrains. The 

percentage increases over 

baseline-storage are shown.
The slide shows the 2D output with ‘MB’

(Munlyn-Buttington) Flow Vectors overlaying 
contoured water surface elevation

+23% flood storage is worth having !!

. 
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Wet  Perimeter Calibration 

Real and modelled wet perimeters
Point ‘Y’ – Gravel Lodge

The model calibrated reasonably against reality

The LH aerial photo shows the extent of the 400cumec 1998 flood;

The RH graphics show the extent of the modelled event of the same magnitude.
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Attenuation Results

MB

Reach

Vol

(m3^6)

% wet area

(km2)

%

Base 5.8 - 9.05

Streams 6.5 13 8.91 98

Streams and Buffers 6.7 15 8.95 99

Hi-mann-Form+Rough 7.1 23% 9.13 101

Hi-mann-Form 6.7 15 8.92 98

Hi-mann-Rough 6.3 9 8.95 99

Munlyn-Buttngton

Sample Points

Water-surface longsection over terrain

The flood storage results are tabled on the right  along 
with wetted areas; 

Storage volume was measured by polling water depth 

on a 12 m grid of some 50,000 points. 

Water-surface elevation was polled at intervals along a 

floodplain long-section.

The LH plan illustrates these sample points

In  the lower diagram , the water-surface long sections 

are superimposed on bed elevation; The near overlay 

is interesting, & the multiple weir effect is just visible.

Hence the graphic which has served as a footer to the 

slideshow 
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Conclusions & Outcome

October 2000 
Loss Peak 

December 2000 
Benign-Peak

• Flood Storage Gain

• Low Lateral Impact

• Exceedance control

• Improved wellbeing

In conclusion

The results shown in the previous table are indicative of 

useful storage gain with low lateral impact. 

From the detailed study of the 10 sq km quarter reach nearly 

half of the 3 million cubic metres exceedance budget has 

been modelled out by the imposition of diffuse porous 

structures (ie dense wide hedges).

We are in the right ball game. The hypothesis that floodplain 

stream-networks can be harnessed for FRM looks positive.

Improved wellbeing for People and Property is not only a 

worthy but also a viable goal

-------------

Returning finally to real events and looking, by way of 

example, at the year 2000 hydrograph on screen, we would 

seem to be a step nearer to demonstrating that, had 

engineered floodplain-friction been in place, the destructive 

peak of October 2000, would have been reined back to the 

almost identical benign peak of December in the same year.  

Indeed such engineering could be ‘win-win’ - opening the 

door to the multiple benefits of floodplain buffer strips - from 

controlled flood-water to biodiversity corridors
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Perhaps I could leave on screen a graphic to 

illustrate both points-of-interest and the potential 

complexity of such a modelling exercise in both 

human and physical terms.
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Data

Analysis

Results

Outcome

Climate
Research

Issues for a Model Catchment

Stakeholders

Boundaries

Porosity

Landuse

Topography Hydrometry

Parameters

Software

Hardware

Productivity

Method

Thank you
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Abermule

Munlyn

Buttington

Natural Attenuation in Action
(Wednesday 4th January, 2012)

Note:

1. Two significant tributaries join the Severn between 
Abermule and Munlyn, but no significant tributaries enter 
the equation on the Munlyn-Buttington (c. 10km) reach.

2.Cross-sections at Munlyn and Buttington are broadly 
similar

Post Script 1

Natural Attenuation in Action January 6, 2012 

Upper Severn Overbank Flow shows promise. 

A routine overbank flood (c. 2-3yr RP) occurred on Wednesday 4th January in the Upper Severn reaches. 

Whilst unremarkable in itself and some 500mm below the critical stage of local embankments, the EA newly 
streamed hydrographs show clearly the natural attenuation afforded, in particular, by the Munlyn-Buttington 

reach.



New Horizons for Communication
(eg Vyrnwy Flood Sunday 6th February, 2011)

USRP phase 2

. . . To paint the modelled green dashed line in real-time and demonstrate that ‘yellow’ loss-event peaks on the 
Vyrnwy can be flattened out
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Historic augment and Flood Frequency analysis 
suggest 2.5% exceedance at Pool Quay of 

100cumecs x 16 hrs ~ 6,000,000m3

Say,  50% ~ 3,000,000m3 

benign overspill

Leaving 50% ~ 3,000,000m3 

additional Floodplain storage

Exceedance Stats

FEH

Upstream
• 18% total storage

• 0.12m x 25km2

• (wind effect)

Useful background numbers from 

previous  flood-frequency analysis 

augmented by historic records . . 

Upper Severn Bankfull is c. 100 cumecs; 

Levee overspill starts at c. 400 cumecs, 

(ie as 1998).

800 year historic records indicate that 

such events carry 2.5% risk; current 

threshold of loss to people and property 

is 500 cumecs;. . . . In round figures, the 

challenge for the simulated valley is to 

absorb 3,000,000 Mm3 (ie 50 cumecs for 

16 hours) . . . . This represents some 

18% of upstream storage equiv to approx 

125mm stage. (It should be borne in 

mind that the effect of a strong wind 

could also be of this order )

Note: Highest recorded event is some 700 cumecs. Discharge associated 
with loss is between 500 and 600 cumecs . . Ie the ‘top’ 15% of 600 
cumecs is the difference between a 40RP event and an insurable 80RP 
event
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3. Field Evidence

~ 200mm 

headloss
(~ 1:10yr event)

18Nov2009
125mm head

By way of evidence, this slide 

shows an unengineered rural 

hedge near Rhydesgyn which 

creates a weir of  between 125 
and 200mm in most years (ie in 

1RP events)



Method Issues

• Point cloud strategy

• Longitudinal arrays
• Lateral arrays

• Bathymetry
• Discretization

• Sub-reach no and length



Analysis Issues

• Steady State Flow

• Dynamic Wave Flow
• Experimental Terrain

• Form v. Roughness
•



Results Issues

• Attenuation Volume

• Attenuation Time
• Wet perimeter

• Doorstep Elevation
• Stage at High Risk Leveee



Outcome Issues

• Wellbeing  

• Ecology
• Credibility & Transparency

• Error & Uncertainty
• Carbon

• Visualization  



Software Issues

• GIS linked assembly

• EA standard 2D
• FEM

• Conserve across domain 
• Value gradient across cell

• FVM
• Conserve across cell 

• Quicker ??



Stakeholder Issues

• Government

• LLFA
• Environment Agenty

• Land Drainage Authority
• Landowners



Boundary Issues

• Inflow

• Weir > Flo
• Flume

• Tributaries
• Wet/dry analysis



Porosity Issues

• Form

• Roughness
• Velocity instability

• Froude number cap



Landuse Issues

• Glastir

• Forestry
• Farmside

• IDB drainage
• Infrastructure

• Ecology



Topography Issues

• Point Cloud Structure

• Long feature
• Lateral Features

• Discretization
• Wrack data

• Perimeter AP 



Hydrometry Issues

• Time Series

• Stochastic Inflow
• Bathymetry



Parameter Issues

• River 2D coefficients

• Roughess
• Elevation

• Velocity
• Depth

• Absorbence
• Convergence

• Solution Tolerance



Hardware Issues

• Single Core

• Multi Core
• GPU

• Multi-thread



Productivity Issues

• 1:1

• Resample confidence
• Channel analysis

• Overbank wave analysis
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Parameters
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change

Data
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thread
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